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1.

According to the brief, 1.3 analysis, do we need to provide any sort of written
document from the local organization that we will be collaborating with?
Documents, photographs, etc will help in strengthening the case.

2.

According to the brief, will the write up (500 words) be included in the design
sheets or we are supposed to make different sheet for write up?
If separate sheet is required, what will be the size of the sheet?
Include on design sheets.

3.

Do we have to take 60 families as the maximum count or it can exceed that?
While The tribal settlement could be larger, size of the specific hamlet
chosen may be restricted to between 30 to 60 families. However, if
there are very strong arguments to substantiate any deviation those
may also be admitted.

4.

Is the write up on the expected impact of the project same as the impact
analysis step or should they be presented separately?
Impact analysis required in clause 1.3 is different from the expected impact
of the proposal. Both are required.

5.

Should the design proposal be for the documented site or alternative
location?
For the land where the hamlet is actually to be located; that is for the
same land if they are not proposed to be moved, or for another location
if they are to be relocated.

6.

For the existing settlement, should the design proposal include rebuilding of
existing structures or proposing new structures, keeping new structures intact?
This is a decision to be taken by the participants based on the analysis of
the situation.
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7.

Do we have to design full hamlet or just a module?
“Part 2: Planning and design “of the brief is self-explanatory.

8.

The proof regarding the resettlement of the village, should we submit a
special document for authentication or we have to mention the proofs in the
sheets itself specifying the government act so and so that this village is a
resettled village.?
Photocopies or print of actual document needs to be submitted.

9.

The write up as mentioned is 500 words for the impact sheet, what about the
write up on other sheets?
The submission should include a 500-word write-up on expected impact.
There is no specific stipulation otherwise.
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